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Rrfi è già rig UNED SAE 
ADOLF MAGNUS OHANSON ANDIVARHULTMAN, OF STOCKHOLAI, SWEDEN. 

è À Yi, 4 i 4 Aà RE ès 

CÀLUANG-1iACENS. 

No. 878,292. Specification of Letters atent. Patented Feo. 4, i 903. 
Application filed June 6, 1905, Serial No. 263.961. 

To ai uhom it may concern: 
Be it known that we, AIDOLF MAGNUs Jo 
AN soN and iYAR HULTMAN, both g Stock 

holm, Sweden, have invented certain new 
5 and useful Improvements in Calculating 

Machines, of which the followingis a speci 
fication. 
The invention relates to calculating ma 

chines more particularly to that class there 
1o of, in which the main-wheels are provided 

each with nine shiftable cogs or e: adapt 
ed to be brought into and out of active posi 
tion by turning a moyable disk or the like 
connected With the wheel for changing the 

25 number of the active cogs. 
The object of the improvement is to stop, 

Without failure and at the exact moment, the 
wheels acted upon by the shiftable cogs and 
to insure this result without increasing the 

i 20 resistance or affecting in anyway the ease of 
handling the machine. -- 

I The device consists of fixed and movable 
cams, arranged on or connected to the main 
wheels and adapted to coact with polygona 

25 disks or the like previded onor connected 
to the gears. The invention involves also 

i means for shifting tbe position of the mov 
able cams according to the number of acting 
cogs. - - 

In the annexed drawings Figure 1isa ver 
tical section of a caiculating machine em 
bodying the invention. Fig. 2 is the side 
view of a main wheel. Fig. 3 is a substan 
tially central sectional View of the same. 

35 Figs. 4 and 5 areside views of two of the main 
wheels showing the fixed cogs di and the cam 
a With its gaps aº (the ringrº, and the shift 
ing cogs b and their guides and some other 
parts areomitted). Figs. 6 and 7 are side 

30 

40 views of the ringr, the pins pbeing omitted. 
The main wheels a are ?ixed on a common 

shaft, c, which is rotated directly or indi 
rectly by a crank in the usual manner. At 
each turn of this shaft, c the shiftabie cogs b 

45 (i.e. the ones in acting position) vill turn 
the corresponding gear wheels d (which are 
loose on their common shaft) a number of 
steps equa to thenaber of acting cogs and 
thereby cause the figure disks to rotate for 

50 wards or backwards (according to the direc 
I tion of moverneli; of the crank not showin, and show the correspotiding figures giving 
i tie resti o ca38tiotis it i: e openingg. 

when the cogs b have passed (which would 
cause a Wrong result in tha openingsg) e cin 
wheed has an angular or polygonal disi f, 
adapted to coact with camsa, rº provided 
on the corresponding main wheed and on a 
ringrº, turnable on the shaft of the latter, this 
ring also being used for shifting the cogs è in 
the usual manner, 
The cansa, rº are piaced the one in front 

of and the otherbehind the cogsb(“in front, 
ofº and “behind'' being meant in peripher 
ical direction) ad are so high (in radial di 
rection) that they will hinder turning of the 
disk f when passing the same The one acts 
when the crank is turned forward, the other 
when the crank is turned backWard, both 
being disposed so as to coöperaie with the 
disk f for stopping the turnig of the gear 
wheel di just when the cogs b have lett, the 
Wheel d. By turning the ring r with.regard 
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to the wheel a the position of the cam rº is 
adjusted so as to insure the proper distance 
between it and the nearestworking cog b. 
The cams preferably extendalongso large a 
part of the periphery of the Wheei a and of 
the ring as the space will admit. The cam 
a thus extends along more than half of the 
circumference sothat its, ends are at'equal distance from both ends of the-cog-series . 
in our machine the “carryingº never takes 
place while the cogs bare in mesh with the 
wheel d, but does occur when the fixed cogs 
a engage the carrying wheels n, which takes 
place only after the cogs b have lef the 
wheel di The cam a isprovided with gaps 
rºat points in front of the disk 
is here meant, in radial direction) at the moment of “carrying', so as not to hinder 
such “carrying''. As the shifting cam rº 
never should cover these gaps the corre 
sponding gäps rº in said cam rº must be en 
larged in peripheral direction. In the draw 
ing one of the gaps º merges into the open 
ing between the ends of the cam. 

Referring to Figs. 4 and 5 the wheei ci has 
three cams with five acting points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 
Point acts when in backward movement 
the cogsò leave the wheel. d. Point 2 acts 
when in foward movement the carrying is 
iust ended. Point 3 acts when in backwacci 
novement the carring is erieed. 
and 5 aie intended to ac, wie B, tira begia 

g{8k e is retracted without firgi, com 
In order that the ge: Wheels ?i and the etiag the turn. . , ' 

55 figure-disks contected to o controlleci by The carrying in the constituei n?wn i 
them ily noti continue their movement the drawing is effected by neans of the ca 

i (in front of 

Points 3. . 
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rying-wheelsin, which by means of inter 
mediate wheels m and by means of arms con 
nected to said wheels m nare brought insuch position that they cancoöperate with fixed 
teeth a uº provided on the main wheels a. 
Said teeth a shouldbe disposed soasto not 
lie exactly opposite each other on different 
main wheels for avoiding two ormore simul 
taneous carryings (which could cause Wrong 
results). The gaps aº must of course be dis 
posed in accordance therewith (Figs. 4 and 5). The prolongation of the teeth a in pe 
riphera directionis adapted to stop the turn 
ing of the carrying wheels n at the proper 
moment, Referring to Figs, 6 and 7 the cam rº hasone acting point, which comes 
into operation when in forward movement the cogs Djust leave the wheeid. : 
The shifting of the position of the cam º 

relatively to thewheelais effected by means 
of a worm s, mounted in bearings on the 
wheel a and gearingin a worm-wheel fixedor 
formed on the ring r. Or the worm-wheelis substituted bypinsp. The worm sisturned 
by means of a screw or screw-like spindlek, 
mounted in bearings in the frame of the 
machine and having a fork e between the 
prongs of which the wingshaped ends of the 
axis of the wormenters whenthemain wheels 30 
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are in the zero-position. The spindle e is 
turned by means of a knobh, sliding in a slot 
in the cover and having two parallel rollers 
i, between which the angular or flattened 
spindle k is placed Near each slot is to be 
arrangeda scale of figures 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
(not visible in the drawing)which shows the 
different points to whichthe knobh, should 
be :for properly adjusting the cam rº 
and at the same time bringing the correspond ing number of cogs b into acting position. 
: The knob h should not be moved except 
when the wheels a are in their zero-position, 
as the movement in other cases would bring Wrongresults. For preventing such detri 45 
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mental movement of the knob h and spindle 
k, the fork le is fiat and the adiacent wheel 
a has a flangel with a gap lº which latteris 
adiacent to the fork when the wheels a are in the zero-position. A springi, adapted to 
ress on a disk, provided on the spindlek and 
avingtwe opposite notches forcatching the 

spring, will facilitate the adjustment of the 
spindle k and keep it in the exact positions, 
so as to admit of the wings passingbetween 
the prongs of the fork when turning the 
wheels a. - - 

The form shown in the drawing should be 
understood as an example only, as the inven tion involves modifications. 
The handling of the machine is exactly the 

same as in other machines of that kind. The 
figures in question are set up by moving the 
proper knobs h to the corresponding figures in the scales (whereby simultaneously the 65 miovable cams rº and the correspondingnum 
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bers of movable cogs bare brought in acting 
position). Then the crank is turned so 
many full turns forward or backward as the 
number set up should be added or subtracted. 

Having thus described our invention what ve claim is:- 
1. In a calculating machine the combina 

tion with the main wheels and the gear 
wheels coöperating therewith, of polygonal disks partaking in the movement of saidgear 
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75 wheels means for actuating the register . 
wheels and fixed and shifting cams coöperat 
ing with the polygonal disks tp positively 
stop the movement of said disks and the fig 
ure wheels at the properimoments, substan tially asset forth. 

2. In a calculating machine thé combina 
tion with the main wheels and the fixed and 
movable cams, meansfor actuating the regis 
ter wheels, of meansfor shifting the position 

80 

85 of a movable cam, consisting of a worm on the 
main wheel, a worm wheel engaging the 
same and means for ::: movementrf said worm except when the main wheel is in zero position. 

3. In a calculating machine t, e combina 
tion With the main wheels and the fixed and 
movable cams, means for actuating the regis 
ter wheels, of means for shifting the positions 
of a movable cam, consisting of a worm on 
the main Wheel, a worm wheel engaging the 
same and meansforpreventing movement of 
said Worm except when the main wheel is in zero position, said means embodying a fiange on the main Wheelhavingagap anda i mounted in the casing and havinga fork op 
posite said gap when said wheelis in zero po sition. 

4. In a calculating machiné the combina 
tion of the main wheels, the cams a rº, a 
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105 ringrsleeved on the shaft of the main wheel, 
the gear wheels having polygonal disks shiftable cogs, the cam a 
the shiftable cam rº having corresponding 
gaps, carrying wheels and intermediate wheels, the carrying cams correspondingto 
said gaps, means for actuating the register 
wheels and meansfor stoppingthe turning of the carrying wheels at properintervals. 

5. In a calculating machine, the combina 
tion'of the main wheels the cams a rº, a ring 
rsleeved on the shaft of the main wheel, the gear wheels having polygonal disks, shiftable 
cogs, the cam a having gaps and the shift able camrºhaying correspondinggaps carry 

aving gaps and 
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120 ing wheels and intermediate wheels, the car rying cams correspondingto said gaps means 
for actuating the register wheels and means for stopping the turning of the carrying 
wheels at proper intervals, a worm, a worm 
wheel and connections for shifting the posi 
tion of the movable cam relatively to the main wheel. 

6. In a calculating machine the combina 
tion of the main wheels the cams a rº, a ring 130 



i carrying cams ::: said gaps 
i means for actuating t e , 

", means for stopping the turning of the : 
ing :: intervals, a worm, a 

10 
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: r sleeved on the shaft of the main wheel the | said worm wheel and cooperating means for 

gear-wheels having polygonal disks, shift preventing actuation thereof except when 
the main wheels are in zero position. 

In testimonywhereof we have hereunto set 
our hands in presence of two subscribing wit 
nesses. 

able cogs, the cam a having gaps and the 
shiftable camirº having corresponding gaps 
carrying wheels and intermediate wheels, the 

e register wheels and 
IVAR HULTMAN. 

worm wheel and connections for shifting the Witnesses: position of the movable camrelatively to the I. RowELL, 
i main wheel, means for moving the spindle of BERTIL NYMAN. 

ADQUE.MAGNUs JOHANSON. 


